
PULSE PRO: TRANSFORM SIMPLICITY  
INTO PROFITABILITY

FLUID MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Pulse fluid management system is designed specifically to address today’s most pressing fluid 
management challenges. Pulse Pro is the most comprehensive, convenient, and easy-to-use fluid 
management system on the market.

The most comprehensive fluid management 
system on the market

TOTAL CONTROL 
AND DATA TRACKING

FOR THE MODERN 
WORKSHOP

Restricting the 
quantity of fluid 

dispensed

Automatically 
ordering fluid 
from suppliers

Tracking who 
completed the 

dispense

Ensuring the 
correct fluid is 

dispensed

Tracking why 
the dispense 

occurred

Monitoring fluid 
levels in tanks 

or barrels

Tracking what 
fluid and quantity 

was dispensed

Tracking when 
and where it 

was dispensed

Only want basic control? Choose Pulse FC

Do you only want to restrict the quantity of fluid dispensed and ensure the 
correct fluid is dispensed? Then Pulse FC is your ideal solution. You only need 
the Pulse PC Software, Pulse Programmable Card and Pulse Dispense Meter. 
You simply program a card with a specific fluid type and quantity. When the 
technician scans the card on the dispense meter, the card will ensure that only 
the correct fluid is used and that the meter is preset for the correct amount of 
fluid. Dispenses only occur when the card has been authorized.
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Pulse Pro components: transform simplicity into profitability

Pulse Pro integrates seamlessly with ERP/DMS systems. You avoid excessive installation costs and 
delays, as there is no need to install extra software. Immediately access work orders and reporting 
tools on one platform.

Pulse Hub
Wireless communication 
hub that communicates 
with all Pulse devices

Pulse Software
User-friendly online 
software accessible via PC, 
tablet, or phone

Pulse Dispense Meter
Ergonomic gun to correctly 
dispense one fluid
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FLUID MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Pulse Pump Air 
Controller
Controller that shuts 
off air to the pump 
automatically when not 
in use

Pulse Tank Level 
Monitor
Ultrasonic sensor that 
records tank levels 
automatically

Pulse (Remote) 
Extender
Device that extends the 
reach of Pulse network 
throughout your facility

Roll-Around
Sturdy drum cart to 
transport containers to 
the dispense site easily

Pulse is an innovative, efficient, and reliable system that 
I would recommend to all establishments. Here at the 
Metz site we are proud to be equipped with it.

Giovanni Maggipinto, Workshop manager, Bernard Trucks Metz

Good to know
To facilitate fast and efficient oil dispenses, workshops often use mobile drum units of 200 liters. Pulse fluid 
management system offers a robust tracking solution for dispenses made from 200l mobile drum units.

OPTIONALOPTIONALOPTIONALOPTIONAL



FLUID MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

6 reasons to switch to Pulse Pro right now

Transparency
Monitor precisely what type of fluid is 
being used, where it’s going, when it’s 
dispensed, and who’s performing the work.

Accurate billing
Automatically assign every ounce of fluid 
directly to a work order to simplify billing 
and maximize profit margins.

Simplicity
Avoid surprises, interruptions, and delays. 
Technicians can spend more time in the 
service bay – serving more customers.

Accountability
Track issues to the source via advanced 
technology, including automated alerts and 
customizable reports.

Inventory management
Monitor fluid inventory and schedule refills 
to minimize monthly reconciliation, delays, 
downtime, and excessive costs.

Mobility
Easily pair with mobile dispense units and 
drums to reduce extra steps and hassle for 
technicians.

PULSE® FLUID MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Graco’s Pulse Fluid Management System is specifically designed 
to drive profitability and increase efficiency in workshops. It makes 
fluid dispensing, tracking, and billing operations more efficient and 
streamlined.

www.graco.com/pulse

Drive profitability and optimize your workflows
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